The general application of the projector Monte Carlo method to spin systems is discussed. The purpose of the paper is to present several variants of the method that improve its accuracy and convergence in specific problems and to give numerical examples of the improvements. More detailed application to specific spin models is left for subsequent publications.
Introduction
In this paper we study the numerical simulation of quantum spin models.
We present a general formalism for carrying out such simulations i and discuss methods for reducing systematic and statistical errors. in subsequent publications the methods presented here will be used to make detailed studies of specific spin models. 2, 3 Our general approach is to use statistical methods to project out the ground state and first excited state wave functions of the system of interest. Once these wave functions have been obtained, it is straightforward to calculate energies, gaps, correlation functions and thermodynamic quantities. This general approach was pioneered by Kalos and his collaborators, 4 Cepereley and Adler,' and has been applied to the study of a wide variety of physical system.s6-' In particular
Kuti and his collaborators have been studying quantum spin models alone lines similar to ours. 10 In Section 2 of this paper we describe our basic formalism. ' In Sections 3 and 4 we discuss methods of minimizing the systematic and statistical errors that arise in the calculation of energies and correlation functions. In Section 5 we turn to the problem of computing the energy gap between the ground state and the first excited state. The straightforward approach of calculating the individual energies of these states and then subtracting is untenable for large systems since the energies grow linearly with the volume, while the gap approaches a volume independent limit. We present alternative approaches which avoid this difficulty.
Finally in Section 6 we briefly summarize our results. --
Formalism
In this section we present our approach to the numerical study of quantum spin models. We shall use the Ising model and Heisenberg antiferromagnet as illustrative examples.
As is well known, a classical spin model in d + 1 dimensions can always be described by a transfer matrix in one lower dimension. For example, the Ising model with partition function (1) has the transfer matrix (2) In Eq. (1) the sum is over all nearest neighbor lattice points in a d+l dimensional space. In Eq. (2) the first product is over all lattice points in a d dimensional space and the second product is over all nearest neighbor points in this space.
ai and ai are the usual Pauli spin matrices defined at the ith lattice point.
Alternatively, one can start with a quantum spin Hamiltonian in d dimensions. For the Ising model in a transverse field we have
A quantity of particular interest is the evolution operator for the propagation of the system through an imaginary time interval Ar,
For small values of AT we can write = n(cosh Arh -0: sinh Arh) n eA'gafai , i (ii) (5) which has the same structure as Eq. (2). The important feature of Eqs. (2) and (5) is that the transfer matrix (from now on we will use the term transfer matrix to denote either T or T(Ar)) can be written as a product of operators each term of which involves only a few neighboring lattice sites. We shall shortly consider breakups of H other than Eq. 
If we then introduced trial states, Ir$;), such that P Ig$) = (-)' pi) , i = 091 ,
-we 
(10)
where Ixi) are trial states which also satisfy Eq. (8) and Q is an arbitrary operator. In Eqs. (10) and (11) T stands either for the transfer matrix of Eq.
(2) or T(A7) of Eq. (4).
We will evaluate the matrix elements of Eqs. (10) and (11) An alternative is to make A small by minimizing the overlap of 14;) and Ixi)
with I+f) and other eigenvectors associated with non-leading eigenvalues. This can be accomplished if one has a good trial state for I&), by choosing I4i) and IXJ) to be such a state.
We will illustrate the improvement due to the choice of the initial state by considering a nearest neighbor 4-site Heisenberg antiferromagnet, whose Hamiltonian is given by
We input a trial state of the form Id> = Itltl> + Itm> + qllttl) + Ittlu + Itllt) + 111tt)) which becomes exact when b = 0.5.
From Table I , we note that the error due to finite /3 is reduced significantly if 14) is a good approximation to the exact ground state.
The corresponding improvement due to the choice of the final state is illustrated by considering an 8-site l-d Ising model whose Hamiltonian is --8 -CL a; + ofcJf+l] .
i=l (18)
Periodic boundary condition is imposed and our basis 1;) is ~9 diagonal. This system is in the ferromagnetic regime so we choose the trial form to be
We expect the optimal ct to be negative because ferromagnetic alignment is then favored. In Fig. 1 we plot the measured energy as a function of J? and the approach to the ,O = 00 limit is much faster for negative ct than for the positive ones, thus confirming our expectation.
If a suitable trial state cannot be found, it can be generated stochastically as follows. Let us imagine expanding I$Q) in terms of the basis states
The ideal choice for I&) is IT,&), so, for example,
where we have written 24a) is only a few parts in a thousand away from the energy calculated by inputting the exact ground state (see Table I and Ref.
1 for details). The price paid for this improvement is that one must calculate the Yj for a variety of states j. However, we have found that even truncating the sum in Eq. (21) to a small subset of j can significantly reduce the systematic error due to finite N.
Breakup Error
A second important source of systematic error arises in most Hamiltonian systems. As we noted in Section 2, in order to evaluate the time evolution operator, T(A7), of Eq. However, the freedom in factoring the matrix elements of T into a probability --and a score allows us to attempt to minimize the fluctuations by an appropriate choice of the probabilities.
It is interesting to ask for the optimal choice of the probabilities and scores.
We define this choice to be the one for which the mean square deviation of Z;(N) with h+l is a minimum. That is we minimize
hjN+l xjN+l 'jN+lh cN)
. -* pj2,il C1)Pjl
. . . sj2,jl (l)sil] 2 respect to the choice of the P's for fixed values of the matrix elements, T I jl), and subject to the constraints of Eq. (14). In writing Eq. (25) we have anticipated that the optimal probabilities and scores will depend on the time slice. We have also introduced the notation xB+~ = (xi ( jN+l).
A straightforward calculation yields We have implemented such global guidance in two ways. The first is a simple modification of the original projector method and the second is the population method of Kalos.
A. Modified Projector
We assume that N applications of the transfer matrix are sufficient to project out I$i) from I4i) as in Eqs. (10) 
where I is an integer and r is a number between zero and one. In proceeding to --calculate the eigenvalues Xi or the matrix elements ($iI Q I$i) we use the configuration IjN+r) not once as in the original projector method but I times (with probability l-r) or I+1 times (with probability r). Thus the total probability for using a configuration IjN+r) is proportional to the product of elementary probabilities for reaching the state times the product of the corresponding elementary scores. The overall score for reaching the state IjN+r) is therefore independent of the intermediate states I ji) , . . . \jN). Equation (15) for the population that survives after the 2Nth step is a measure of ($il Q I$i).
If Q is not diagonal in the basis states, then its application will modify each member of the population. We can imagine applying Q stochastically so there is both a transition probability and a corresponding score, 5'~. We must propagate both the original and the modified populations forward for an additional N steps in accordance with Eq. (11). The expectation value of Q is then given by --
Here the primed quantities refer to the population to which Q has been applied and the unprimed quantities to the one to which it has not been applied. The sums in Eq. (40) are over all members of the two populations that exists after 2N steps.
The three approaches just described are compared in Table II, 
where N, is the number of spatial lattice points. When we are dealing with the eigenvalues of the transfer matrix of a classical system Ar 3 1, while for a quantum Hamiltonian ei is the energy per site of the state in question.
For the sake of comparison we use the same number of sweeps through the lattice for each method. The computer time is roughly equal in each case, but the population method requires substantially more computer memory. There is little to choose between the methods for small systems, but for larger systems the population method is clearly superior. This superiority is even more pronounced for calculations of ground state expectation values where a detailed knowledge of the wave function I$i) is more important than for the calculation of the Xis3 --
The Energy Gap
A quantity of particular interest is the energy gap
where the ci are the densities defined in Eq. (41) for both the transfer matrix and the Hamiltonian systems. For small systems one can simply calculated El and EO directly using the techniques discussed in Sections 2-4. However, since A will in general approach a finite limit as the volume of the system grows, a direct calculation will become untenable for large systems because of the large volume cancellation in the difference El -Eo. Table III .
An alternative approach which is particularly useful for quantum spin Hamiltonians is to make use of the Feynman-Hellmann theorem. In this case we introduce an interpolating Hamiltonian
where H is given by Eq. (3). By our previous argument
where Eo(rl,j) and E&G)
are the ground state and first excited state energies of H(q,j). As a result This technique is especially appealing because it is already comparable to direct extensive subtraction for an 8-site chain. For a 16site chain, the derivative technique is decisively superior to direct subtraction. Note that these numbers and those of Fig.3 involve much shorter runs than those in Table II and III. Thus the accuracy as reflected in the fluctuations cannot be directly compared.
Conclusions
The main point of this paper is to emphasize that there are a large number Finally, we have presented a method which extracts energy gaps without direct subtraction of two extensive quantities. The key ingredients here was the .n Feynman-Hellman theorem and the use of parallel scoring" to obtain several measurements from just one set of random walks.
-- Table I Comparison of the ground state energy of a &site Heisenberg antiferromagnet obtained by using different initial states I$) and using Eq. (24a).
site Heisenberg antiferromagnet
Exact EO = -3.
Using Ir$) as input state.
--__ . 
